
CCHC FALL 2018/19 CLASS SCHEDULE 
 

Instrument/Vocals 
 
Flute 
Kristin brings her love and passion for music to Cornerstone. Join her for private flute 
lesson! Daily practice is expected. Please ask about available open times. 8:00, 8:30, 9:00, 
9:30, 10:00, 10:55, 11:25, 11:55, or 12:25. 
 
Ages: per request 
Lesson Fee: $180/semester. Per child. 
Required Materials: TBD 
Teacher: Kristin Medley 
Workload: 3 
 
Guitar 
Guitar lessons for beginners to advanced players. All students will need their own guitar. 
Copies of music and worksheets will be supplied. Guitar students are expected to practice 
20 minutes a day. Parents will be contacted before the beginning of the session to discuss 
their child's ability level. Please ask about available open times. 8:00, 8:30,9:00, 9:30, 
10:00, or 10:55 
 
Ages: per request 
Lesson Fee: $180/semester. Per child. 
Required Materials: Properly sized guitar, pick, capo 
Teacher: Tom Spielman 
Workload: 4 
 
Piano 
Kristin brings her love and passion for music to Cornerstone. Job her for private piano 
lesson! Daily practice is expected. Please ask about available open times during 1st hour 
and 4th hour. 8:00, 8:30, 9:00, 9:30, 10:00, 10:55, 11:25, 11:55, or 12:25. 
 
Ages: per request 
Lesson Fee:   $180/semester. Per child. 
Required Materials: TBD 
Teacher: Kristin Medley 
Workload: 3 
 
Vocals 
My name is Sharyssa Greene, a voice teacher currently expanding my home studio. I 
absolutely love to sing as well as share that love with others. I’m passionate about helping 
my students access their natural voice, and build strength and confidence in their own, 
unique sound! 
I grew up in a musical family –-singing since I can remember, and I fell in love with theater 
at a very young age. I’ve studied voice for over five years and currently take from Dr. 
Desiree Hassler, Soprano at Lyric Opera of Chicago and Voice Professor at Moody Bible 
Institute. In the past two years I have studied acting privately with European actress, 



Vanda Varnai, and during the last five years have performed in twelve musical theater 
productions throughout the Chicago suburbs. I’ve taught seven musical theater camps for 
Spotlight Youth Theater, and given audition preparation lessons in how to try out 
professionally with confidence.   
I am a voice teacher at the Minooka Music Studio in Minooka, as well as teaching from my 
home. Styles of music I work in include standard voice literature, folk, gospel, with a 
specialization in musical theater and more!  
I have a few openings and would love to share what I know with girls ages eight and up who 
are excited, and ready to learn! So whether you want to be able to match pitch, develop 
healthy vocal technique, strengthen your range, or grow as a performer, I am ready to help 
you! Please ask about available open times. 8:30, 9:00, 9:30, 10:00, 10:55, 11:25, 11:55, or 
12:25. 
 
Ages: ages 8 and up 
Lesson: $240 for 12 weeks. (Can pay in two 6 week installments of $120 each) 
Required Materials: TBD 
Teacher: Sharyssa Greene 
Workload: 3 
 
 

Preschool-Kindergarten 
 
1ST HOUR 
 
Karate prek-5/6th grade 
A fifth-degree black belt, Pastor Dave, is the founder and lead instructor of Master’s 
Academy, a martial arts school that offers classes at area churches, home school programs, 
or youth centers. Dave has taught thousands of students since founding the school in 
1988. This will be Pastor Dave’s last semester before his well deserved retirement. 
 
 
Class Fee:  Karate is $120 for 1 child and $240 for 2 or more children 
Teacher:   Paster Dave Pearson  
 
Growing Term: Preschool Morning Time Plan 
A fun way to start our day with our pre-k age. We’ll start with calendar time, prayer, simple 
movement with a spring “growing term”. We’ll end with a story and song. Helping pre-k 
learn through fun routine and exploration. Including: Prayer-the ACTS prayer, 
Memorization-nursery rhymes, music appreciation-Junaita the Spanish Lobster and more 
from Maestro Classics, math-preschool basics, picture study-landscape art, art-various 
mediums, nature study-seasonal nature study, and picture books-fabulous selections to 
accompany the subject areas. 
 
 
Grade:   pre-K and Kindergarten 
Materials Fee:   $10  
Required Supplies:  
Teacher:   Sarah Rooney 
Aide:    Nicole Jaramillo 
Workload:  0  Min: 4  Max: 8 



 
2ND HOUR 
Community Helpers  
Have you ever wondered what it would be like to be a fireman? Or what what a policeman 
really does? If so, you will love this class! We will learn all about community helpers 
through crafts, books, song, and the occasional visit from some helpers in our community.  
 
Grade:   pre-K and Kindergarten 
Materials Fee:   $15 (if any leftover can return at the last class)  
Required Supplies: crayons, liquid glue, glue stick, safety scissors 
Teacher:   Jessica Rutten 
Aide:    need aide 
Workload:  0  Min: 5  Max: 10 
 
 
Essential Life Skills  ages 4 & 5 
We will practice skills that children might use on a daily basis. These skills will help them 
become active participants in the home as well as in their daily life. In this class we will 
practice things like setting the table, sorting laundry, matching socks, washing dishes, and 
cracking eggs. We will also incorporate learning about the days of the week, the date, the 
weather for the day, and our feelings. This is the same class offered two different hours to 
keep class size down. 
 
Grade:   ages 4 & 5 
Materials Fee:   $10  
Required Supplies: crayons, glue stick, safety scissors. (additional supplies from home 
    will be requested as needed) 
Teacher:   Cassandra Brown 
Aide:    need aide 
Workload:  0  Min: 4  Max: 5 
 
 
3RD HOUR 
 
Dr. Seuss on the Loose 
You can learn with Dr Seuss. Each week will be a Dr. Seuss story and then you will play 
games, have crafts, do some fun science experiments and best of all we will celebrate Dr. 
Seuss’ birthday with a Party! 
 
Grade   pre-K and Kindergarten 
Materials Fee:   $10 
Required Supplies:  
Teacher:    Becky Barajas 
Aide:    need aide 
Workload: 0 Min: 4  Max: 8 
 
Essential Life Skills ages 4 & 5 
We will practice skills that children might use on a daily basis. These skills will help them 
become active participants in the home as well as in their daily life. In this class we will 



practice things like setting the table, sorting laundry, matching socks, washing dishes, and 
cracking eggs. We will also incorporate learning about the days of the week, the date, the 
weather for the day, and our feelings. This is the same class offered two different hours to 
keep class size down. 
 
Grade:   ages 4 & 5 
Materials Fee:   $10  
Required Supplies: crayons, glue stick, safety scissors. (additional supplies from home 
    will be requested as needed) 
Teacher:   Cassandra Brown 
Aide:    need aide 
Workload:  0  Min: 4  Max: 5 
 
 
4TH HOUR 
 
Habitats of the World  
We will explore the wonders of God's creation as we learn about unique animals and their 
habitats. Classes will include story time, crafts, sensory activities and songs. 
Please indicate any allergies as we will be using playdoh, sand and other materials in 
sensory bins. Play clothes are recommended. 
 
 
Grade:   pre-K and Kindergarten 
Materials Fee:   $10  
Required Supplies: crayons, glue stick, Elmer's glue, safety scissors, water color set  
     with brush 
Teacher:   Angela Luka 
Aide:    need aide 
Workload:  0  Min:  3  Max:  10 
 
Art of the Alphabet  ages 4 & 5, 1st graders welcome too 
Hey kids! Did you know we can use the alphabet for more things than spelling? Yep, we can 
also use it to make beautiful pieces of art! Every week, we’ll make new projects using new 
letters. Maybe even one that’s in your name. We’ll also learn about our friends in our class, 
and how God created every one of you to be his own unique masterpiece. This is a 
continuation from fall semester, but new students are welcome. 
 
Grade:   ages 4 & 5, 1st graders welcome too 
Materials Fee:   $20 
Required Supplies:  crayons, safety scissors, wet glue 
Teacher:    Christy Shue 
Aide:    need aide 
Workload:  0  Min:  3 Max: 10 (with helper) 

 
 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
1st - 3rd grades 



 
1ST HOUR 
 
Karate  prek-5/6th grade 
A fifth-degree black belt, Pastor Dave, is the founder and lead instructor of Master’s 
Academy, a martial arts school that offers classes at area churches, home school programs, 
or youth centers. Dave has taught thousands of students since founding the school in 
1988. This will be Pastor Dave’s last semester before his well deserved retirement. 
 
Class Fee:    Karate is $120 for 1 child and $240 for 2 or more children 
Teacher:    Paster Dave Pearson 
 
 
Money Management 
In this class kids will not only learn about money, but how to manage money. They will 
learn about creating a spending plan, and have practical hands on ways to apply money 
concepts by "working" and getting a paycheck, and then shopping and applying their 
spending plan. 
 
Grade:    1st - 3rd 
Materials Fee:    $4 
Required Supplies: 
Teacher:    Kim Oleszkiewicz 
Aide:    need aide 
Workload: 1  Min:  5  Max: 10 
 
2ND HOUR 
 
 
Magic School Bus Science   
Step on board Ms. Frizzle’s magic school bus and learn all about fossils, the human body, astronomy, acids, 
bases, and so much more! Each week we will ask the students to watch the Magic School Bus episode at home 
and we will explore the topic more in depth in class by performing experiments. 
 
Grade:    1st - 3rd 
Materials Fee:    $10  
Required Supplies: pencils, crayons, scissors, and a glue stick 
Teacher:    Ashley Simmons/Jessica Garner 
Aide: 
Workload:  2 Min:  4 Max:  10 
 
Adventures in Español 
Hola! Come learn with us! In this introduction to Spanish class, you will learn to say colors, 
numbers, animals, and so much more. You will get to practice listening to Spanish as well 
as speaking it, and we will do a fun activity or craft each week to practice even more! 
 
Grade:   1st - 3rd 
Materials Fee:   $10 
Required Supplies:  pencil, crayons, scissors, and glue stick 



Teacher:    Sandy Norris and Paula Wangler 
Aide:     
Workload:  1-2 Min:   5 Max:  12 
 
 
 
3RD HOUR 
 
Ancient Egypt  
Come travel back in time to ancient Egypt. Queen Tammy and her fan bearer Nikki will 
guide you through pyramids, hieroglyphics, and introduce you to pharoahs and queens!  
 
Grade:    1st - 3rd 
Materials Fee:   $10 per student for arts and crafts supplies. 
Required Supplies: Please bring glue, crayons and scissors. 
Teacher:    Tammy Thompson 
Aide:    Nikki Steen 
Workload:  1  Min: 5  Max: + 
 
Home Economics: Basic Life Skills  
Will be a fun hands on class covering various tasks that need to be considered to run a 
home and every day smoothly. Lessons on cooking, cleaning, food/kitchen safety, phone 
and table etiquette, table setting, grocery/meal planning, and hand sewing are among some 
of the topics to be covered. As the semester progresses project plans may vary according to 
abilities. Students may be asked to bring various supplies that may be found around the 
home to complete various projects in class. If there is interest, beginner sewing machine 
lessons may be taught as well. 
 
Grade:    1st - 3rd 
Materials Fee:   $15 
Required Supplies:  Students may be asked to bring various supplies that may be  
     found around the home to complete various projects in class 
Teacher:    Selena Visser 
Aide:    need aide 
Workload:   1-2 Min:   4 Max: 12 
 
Great Black Americans 1st-4th grades 
Meet great black Americans from our history including Martin Luther King Jr and George 
Washington Carver. You’ll become an expert on influential black Americans to share at the 
dinner table at home. You will get to choose a great black American to share with the class 
by doing an oral report and using a poster board! 
 
Grade:   1st - 4th 
Materials Fee:   $ 
Required Supplies:   
Teacher:    Tara Bozarth 
Aide:     need aide  
Workload:     2 small report over the coarse of the semester and maybe some  
     minimal reading at home.  
Min:   4 Max:  12 

https://www.facebook.com/


 
 
4TH HOUR 
 
Run, Jump, Play  K-3rd grade 
Learn new games and play old favorites in this group games class. Spend the last part of 
your morning running and playing with your friends. We will devote time to learning and 
playing structured games and throw in a little free time as well. You'll be free to shake out 
the sillies in this class 
 
Grade:    K - 3rd 
Materials Fee:   $0 
Required Supplies:   Sneakers or comfortable shoes for playing and occasionally a  
     jacket for outdoor play when the weather is warmer 
Teacher:    Nikki Steen 
Co-teacher:   Need co-teacher 
Aide:     Tammy Thompson 
Workload:  0  Min: 8  Max: 12 
 
 
Come Look With Me  
We will take a look at famous artists and their techniques. Each week we will take the time 
to learn about the artists themselves and create our own masterpieces inspired by the 
artists.  
 
 
Grade:   1st - 3rd 
Materials Fee:   
Required Supplies:  oil pastels, watercolors, pencil, art binder 
Teacher:    Mandi Capo 
Aide:     need aide 
Workload:   0 Min:  4  Max: 12 

 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

4th - 6th grades 
 
1ST HOUR 
 
Karate  prek-5/6th grade 
A fifth-degree black belt, Pastor Dave, is the founder and lead instructor of Master’s 
Academy, a martial arts school that offers classes at area churches, home school programs, 
or youth centers. Dave has taught thousands of students since founding the school in 
1988. This will be Pastor Dave’s last semester before his well deserved retirement. 
 
 
Class Fee:    Karate is $120 for 1 child and $240 for 2 or more children 
Teacher:    Paster Dave Pearson 



 
 
2ND HOUR 
 
Art’in Outside the Box  A Multimedia Art Class 
In this class we will use a collection of medias in each individual art project. The students 
will make 6-7 projects (one project taking 5 weeks to complete).  Various art techniques will 
be taught in addition to creating the individual pieces.  We will be working with modge 
podge, melted crayon painting, as well as some unusual items and techniques both new 
and old. This class has a focus on fun in art, a place to encourage creativity.  Students will 
not receive a formal grade.  All supplies, tools, and instruction will be supplied by the 
instructor. 
 
Grade:   4th - 6th 
Materials Fee:  $50 
Required Supplies:  All supplies, tools, and instruction will be supplied by the   
     instructor with the materials fee.  
Teacher:    Donna Martinez 
Aide:    need aide 
Workload:   0-1 Students will need to remember to return projects several weeks out of the 
  semester.  
Min:  4  Max:  10 
 
Biomes Around the World  
In this class we will take a look at the six major biomes around the world. From tropical 
rainforests to deserts to forests and more. We will learn about different plants, animals, 
and environments that help make up our world. 
 
Grade:   4th - 6th 
Materials Fee:  $15 
Required Supplies:   
Teacher:    Melissa Terhorst 
Aide:    need aide or two depending on class size 
Workload:    Min:   6 Max: 18 
 
 
Geology Rocks! 
Has your child ever come home with a pocket full of “gems/crystals” they found digging in 
your flower beds? Then they will love Geology Rocks! This class will teach how rocks are 
formed and how to test rocks and minerals for identification.  
 
Grade:    4th - 6th 
Materials Fee:   $10 
Required Supplies:  pencil, notebook, crayons/colored pencils 
Teacher:    Michele Andersen 
Aide:    need aide 
Workload:  0 Min:   5 Max:  12 
 
 



3RD HOUR 
 
Kids of Godly Character  
Description:  We will study a different character trait that corresponds with an animal, and 
a story in the Bible.  Each class we will have worship, prayer, a lesson, a game/activity, 
and take time for prayer requests.  
 
Grade:    4th-6th 
Materials Fee:   $15 
Required Supplies:  Bible 
Teacher:    Jessica Rutten 
Aide:    need aide 
Workload:  1 (read 1 passage each week and daily prayer time))  Min:  5  Max: 12 
 
Get Up and Move 
Burn some of that extra energy in Get Up and Move! Students will compete in a variety of 
games such as basketball, soccer, dodgeball, and freeze tag, and more!  
 
Grade:    4-6th (3rd considered if there is a waiting list for Run, Jump Play) 
Materials Fee:   $5 
Required Supplies:   
Teacher:    Michele Andersen and Kim O. 
Aide: 
Workload: 0 Min:  10 Max: + 
 
 
4TH HOUR 
 
Simple Machines   
Are you always looking for an easier, more fun, or more interesting way to get work done? If 
so, you might be interested in learning about simple machines! We will explore the basic 
concepts of what simple machines are and how they work, and we will create examples of 
different types of machines and discuss how they help us to accomplish a task. 
Grade:   4th - 6th 
Materials Fee:   $10 
Required Supplies:   
Teacher:    Alicia Coughlin 
Aide:    need aide 
Workload:  1 Min:  5    Max: 10 
 
The World Over   
Going beyond the page and into the lives of resilient young people, this class will take us to 
remote places of the world. Sojourning with unforgettable characters in order to experience 
harsh realities that they had to endure to survive perilous situations. These stories uncover 
hope, perseverance, and kindness in the midst of turmoil. Three or four books will be 
covered. Unwrapping the many angles of the stories, we’ll tackle the geography, religion, 
economic conditions, climate, governments, education and other factors that play a role in 
their adversity. We’ll also analyze the depth of the authors’ writing, discussing how he or 
she effectively tells a story. A love for reading and storytelling, coupled with a desire for 



compelling discussion will drive our participation. Discussion will center around difficult 
life choices that characters had to make in order to survive, and how their faith and 
perseverance paid off in the end. Open to students AND parents!  
 
Grade:   4th - 6th 
Materials Fee:   $5 (will be refunded if not used) 
Required Supplies:  Books TBD 
Teacher:    Julie Renner 
Aide:    Victoria Torres 
Workload:  2/3 weekly reading  Min: 6 Max: + 
 

 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

Middle School 
 

1ST HOUR 
 
Medieval History and Writing:  The Mighty Pen writes on!! - Returning students only 
Once again, we embark on a journey through a new era.  Let’s learn all about the Middle 
Ages as we continue to hone our writing skills.  By utilizing IEW’s Medieval History-Based 
Writing Lessons we will focus on structure and style.  We will work together in class and 
brainstorm how to “dress-up” compositions and continue to expand our vocabulary.   

Parents: As always, you are expected to assist and support your student as needed.  Unless 
approved by the teacher, this class is limited to the 5 previously enrolled “Merriment & 
Mirth” students from Fall 2017 through Spring 2018.  This class is subject to the CCHC 
Academic Agreement. 

Grade:    Middle School 

Class Fee:    $70/semester. This is the continuation of a year long class 

Required Supplies:  IEW Medieval History-Based Writing Lessons (4th edition, February  
     2016), highlighters, pens, binder and of course, your 
Student       Resource Notebook (which you should all have 
from the prior 2       years of IEW classes).  
Teacher:    Marcia Boland 
Workload:  5 Min/Max: Returning students only 
 
 
The Mighty Pen (Fall and Spring)  5th-8th grade 
Author Roald Dahl once said, “A person is a fool to become a writer. His only compensation 
is absolute freedom.” In Mighty Pen you begin the journey towards freedom. In order to be 
heard and be understood by others, you will quickly build an arsenal of dress ups and 
decorations to add depth and maturity to your writing. You’ll learn how to build great 
characters for stories, how to add life to a dry essay or report, and how to knock the socks 
off any teacher with pretty impressive vocabulary! You will walk through all the necessary 
steps of the writing process: pre-writing, drafting, revising, editing and sharing. Blank 
pages won’t seem so scary anymore. After mastering 3-5 strong paragraphs and stories, 



you will walk out with unbelievable confidence. Class will include nonfiction writing, 
creative writing, editing, vocabulary, and games. *Parental oversight is mandatory for 
success. One hour of writing every day is generally required. Students with special needs 
will need a parent to accompany them. Open to new students and those with one year or 
less of IEW writing experience. This is multi-leveled class that will accommodate your 
student exactly at his/her level.  
 
 
Grades:    5th - 8th 
Class Fee:    $70/semester. This is the continuation of a year long class 
Required Materials:  Student Writing Intensive Level B student handouts available as an  
     e-book download from IEW for $10 IEW’s Student Resource  
      Notebook available as an e-book for $15 or hardcopy 
for $19  
    3-ring binder, notecards, highlighter, pens, pencil pouch   
 
Teacher:    Julie Renner 
Workload:  5 parental oversight is required  Min: 8 Max: 15 
 
 
2ND HOUR 
 
Karate  5/6th - 12th grade 
A fifth-degree black belt, Pastor Dave, is the founder and lead instructor of Master’s 
Academy, a martial arts school that offers classes at area churches, home school programs, 
or youth centers. Dave has taught thousands of students since founding the school in 
1988. This will be Pastor Dave’s last semester before his well deserved retirement. 
 
 
Class Fee:    Karate is $120 for 1 child and $240 for 2 or more children 
Teacher:    Paster Dave Pearson 
 
 
Physical Science  Middle School 
A beginning introduction to chemistry and physics that sets the foundations for high school studies. The class 
will focus on vocabulary and basic concepts. There will be a lab each week. This class is subject to the CCHC 
ACADEMIC AGREEMENT. 

Grade:    Middle School 

Class Fee:    $100/semester. This is the continuation of a year long class,  
      however a new student may be considered for 
enrollment, but       must meet with the teacher first to 
discuss. 
Supply/lab fees:    
Required supplies:   Requires lab goggles, dedicated lab notebook, dedicated biology  
     folder (with brads and pockets), internet access, colored 
pencils,       pencils 
 
Teacher:    Heidi Short 



Aide:     Jeni White 
Workload:  5+ (daily work and weekly tests)  Min: 5 Max: 12 
 
 
3RD HOUR 
 
Not Your Grandmother’s Home Ec Class  
“The food doesn’t cook itself.” “The laundry doesn’t just magically get done.” “I’m not your 
maid.”  “This room looks like a pigsty.” “Where are your manners?” When I was young we 
had respect for our elders.”  “Don’t talk with your mouth full.” Any of these sound familiar? 
Do you ever think someday I’ll have my own place and then no one will tell me what to do? 
Lets shed some light on what it takes to run a household. Join me as we dust off the old 
home economics class of the past and give it a twist and bring it in to the 21st century. 
Real world skills for both guys and gals that you need to learn so you can take care of 
yourself someday and if you learn them now you can wow mom and dad…maybe even 
become their favorite child. Ok, maybe thats going a bit too far, but you just might be able 
to curb some of the nagging if you implement some of what you learn at home. Some of the 
things we will cover in class will be healthy cooking/meal planning, cleaning, laundry, 
sewing/mending, making phone calls/appointments, etiquette/table manners, 
troubleshooting repairs, and more. We are going to have fun with hands on experiences, 
role playing skits, and some games. Expect to bring crockpot meals home to your family. 
Plus by the end of the semester you will have the beginnings of a home management 
binder. This class will be tons of fun, plus you will be learning alongside friends and did I 
mention food yet? This class is subject to the CCHC Academic Agreement.   
 
Grade:   Middle School  
 
Class Fee:   $60 
  
Materials Fee:   $10  
Required Supplies:  crockpot, ingredients for recipes TBD (will choose recipes that  
     make it easy to swap ingredients for different diets), Kitchen  
      chopping/cutting knife, cutting board, 3 ring binder 
w/ 1” to 1.5”       ring size. 
 
Teacher:    Machell Klee 
Aide:     Jessica Garner  
 
Workload:  3 some items will need to be completed at home or brought in from home   
Min: 4  Max: 12 
 
Delta Warfare: Battles That Changed History 6th-9th grade 
A country uses warfare to gain territory, force its political will, and takes the natural resources of another 
country.  The other country resists and fights back.  A major battle ensues; whoever wins can affect the 
outcome of history…forever!  Want to find out more? This class will discuss 10 epic battles that changed the 
course of history: David and Goliath, Marathon, Agincourt, Yorktown, Gettysburg, Cantigny, Pearl Harbor, 
Normandy, the Tet Offensive, and the Gulf War.  Students will write a report each week.   
Note: Clips of battle scenes from movies will be shown in class (at most, PG-13).  
 
This class is subject to the CCHC Academic Agreement.   



Parental oversight may be needed. 
 
Grade:    Middle School up to 9 grade 

Class Fee:    $50 
 
Required Supplies:  Dedicated Notebook (for taking notes), folder with reads and   
     pockets, pencils, and internet access. 
 
Teacher:    Eugene Yang 
Aide:     need aide depending on class size 
 
Workload:  4 (weekly report, reading for following week, research)  Min: 4 Max: 10 
 
 
 
4TH HOUR 
 
Beginning Art 
This will be a beginning introduction into art.  A variety of art mediums and techniques will 
be covered.  Light weekly homework.  This class is subject to the CCHC Academic 
Agreement.  
 
Grade:    Middle School 
Class Fee:    $50/semester. This will be a year long class. 
Supply/Lab Fees:  $70/semester 
Required Supplies:  2 pencils, folder 
Teacher:     Sandy Gonda 
Aide:    Jeni White 
Workload:  2-3  Min: 6 Max: 12 
 
 
Introductory Spanish  Middle School/High School 
Today it is more important than ever for English-speakers to have a working knowledge of 
the Spanish language — the second most widely spoken language in the world! This hands-
on, interactive Spanish class teachers beginning vocabulary and grammar and builds a 
foundation for more advanced study. This class includes songs, games and projects to 
practice hearing, reading, writing, and speaking Spanish in a fun and encouraging 
atmosphere. I will be supplying students with handouts and worksheets throughout the 
semester and students will be expected to practice online during the week. For those 
needing high school credit, grades will be given for completed assignments, quizzes and 
tests. Welcome to Spanish class! ¡Bienvenidos a la clase de español!  This class is subject to 
the CCHC Academic Agreement. 

Grade:    Middle School/High School 

Class Fee:    $70 
Supply/Lab Fee:   $0 



Required Supplies:  Internet access with an email address, colored pencils, pencils,  
     erasers 
Teacher:    Señora Ana (Hannah Hrsak) 
Aide:     Machell Klee  
Workload:  3/4  Min: 4 Max: 15 
 
 
 
 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
High School 

 
1ST HOUR 
 
Physical Science  High School 
A BJU science class that meets all the requirements for a high school credit in physical  
science as a lab class. This is an academic class with a heavy homework load.  Physical 
science is a combination of physics and chemistry. The Fall semester will cover matter, 
measurement, kinematics, dynamics, energy, simple machines, fluid mechanics, 
thermodynamics and electricity labs and the Spring will focus on magnetism, 
motion/waves, sound, electromagnetic energy, light/optics, atoms, elements, 
bonding/compounds, chemical reactions, mixtures/solutions, and acids/bases/salts. This 
class is subject to the CCHC ACADEMIC AGREEMENT. 

Grade:    High School 

Class Fee:    $100/semester. This is the continuation of a year long class,  
      however a new student may be considered for 
enrollment, but       must meet with the teacher first to 
discuss. 
Supply/lab fees:    
Required supplies:   BJU Physical Science Textbook (Fifth edition), lab goggles,   
     dedicated lab notebook, dedicated biology binder, internet 
access,       colored pencils, pencils, and possibly the 
Physical Science Lab       Book (I will make this decision 
before class sign-up) 
Teacher:    Heidi Short 
Aide:     Tracie Orlowski 
Workload:  5+ (daily work and weekly tests)  Min: 5 Max: 10 
 
 
2ND HOUR 
 
Karate  5/6th - 12th grade 
A fifth-degree black belt, Pastor Dave, is the founder and lead instructor of Master’s 
Academy, a martial arts school that offers classes at area churches, home school programs, 



or youth centers. Dave has taught thousands of students since founding the school in 
1988. This will be Pastor Dave’s last semester before his well deserved retirement. 
 
Grade:    High School 

Class Fee:    Karate is $120 for 1 child and $240 for 2 or more children 
Teacher:    Paster Dave Pearson 
 
 
Psychology 
This class offers an in-depth Psychology course from a Christian perspective.  We will cover 
psychology’s history and worldview, the brain and nervous system, motivation, emotion, 
development, learning and memory, sensation and perception, abnormal psychology, social 
psychology, as well as treatment. Meets high school requirements. This class is subject to 
the CCHC Academic Agreement. 

Grade:    High School 

Class Fee:    $100/semester. This is a year long class 
Supply/Lab Fees:  $0 
Required Supplies:  pen/pencil, folder (handouts supplied by teacher) 
Teacher:    Sandy Gonda 
Aide:     Alicia Coughlin 
Workload:  5+  Min:  4 Max: 12 
 
 
3RD HOUR 
 
Art History  High School (and Middle School returning students)  
This class will offer a chronological full emersion into art, including, but not limited to art 
mediums, artists, music, architecture, and fashion. Some projects will require completion 
at home. Weekly quizzes in lieu of final exam, with one written assignment per semester. 
We will continue where we left off last semester with Renaissance Period art, and will end 
around the Neo Classical Art Movement. This class is subject to the CCHC Academic 
Agreement. 
 
Grade:    High School 

Class Fee:    $60/semester. This is a year long class. 
Supply/Lab Fees:  $70/semester  
Required Supplies:  2 pencils, folder 
Teacher:    Sandy Gonda 
Aide:     Diane Sharp 
Workload:  3-4  Min: 6  Max: 12 
 
 
The Art of the Argument - New students accepted 
Students will strengthen their persuasive personas, learning new tactics in argumentation. 
Twenty-eight informal fallacies become relevant with practical applications through an 
analysis of current social, commercial, and political issues, along with comical and clever 



advertisements. Fun extras include humorous skits and friendly debates, both group and 
individual, which will challenge teens to think on their feet, while speaking confidently and 
logically.  *Continuing essay students may choose the persuasive essay add-on for an 
additional fee. 
 
Grade:   8th - 12th 
Class Fee:    continuing students $60, new students $70 with persuasive essay  
     add on: $90 
     
Required Supplies:  The Art of Argument student book by Larsen, available at CBD or  
     Amazon for $20. 
Teacher:    Julie Renner 
Workload:  4  Min: 6  Max: 15 
 
 
Delta Warfare: Battles That Changed History 6th-9th grade 
A country uses warfare to gain territory, force its political will, and takes the natural resources of another 
country.  The other country resists and fights back.  A major battle ensues; whoever wins can affect the 
outcome of history…forever!  Want to find out more? This class will discuss 10 epic battles that changed the 
course of history: David and Goliath, Marathon, Agincourt, Yorktown, Gettysburg, Cantigny, Pearl Harbor, 
Normandy, the Tet Offensive, and the Gulf War.  Students will write a report each week.   
Note: Clips of battle scenes from movies will be shown in class (at most, PG-13).  
 
This class is subject to the CCHC Academic Agreement.   
Parental oversight may be needed. 
 
Grade:    Middle School up to 9th grade 

Class Fee:    $50 
Required Supplies:  Dedicated Notebook (for taking notes), folder with reads and   
     pockets, pencils, and internet access. 
Teacher:    Eugene Yang 
Aide:     need aide depending on class size 
Workload:  4 (weekly report, reading for following week, research)  Min: 4 Max: 10 
 
 
4TH HOUR 
 
The Story of America 
This class will focus on the history our country from the first settlers at Jamestown to the 
events of today. This will be a two semester course and involve a moderate amount of work 
that will include some research, some homework, and studying for quizzes. It will be a look 
at the people, places, and things that have shaped our nation, and the tough and thrilling 
adventure that is America’s 400-year history. 
 
Grade:    High School 

Class Fee:    $65/semester. Year long class. 
Supply/Lab Fees: 
Required Material:  textbook TBD 



Teacher:    Tom Spielman 
Workload:  3 Min: 10   Max: 
 
 
Introductory Spanish  Middle School/High School 
Today it is more important than ever for English-speakers to have a working knowledge of 
the Spanish language — the second most widely spoken language in the world! This hands-
on, interactive Spanish class teachers beginning vocabulary and grammar and builds a 
foundation for more advanced study. This class includes songs, games and projects to 
practice hearing, reading, writing, and speaking Spanish in a fun and encouraging 
atmosphere. I will be supplying students with handouts and worksheets throughout the 
semester and students will be expected to practice online during the week. For those 
needing high school credit, grades will be given for completed assignments, quizzes and 
tests. Welcome to Spanish class! ¡Bienvenidos a la clase de español!  This class is subject to 
the CCHC Academic Agreement. 

Grade:    Middle School/High School 

Class Fee:    $70 
Supply/Lab Fee:   $0 
Required Supplies:  Internet access with an email address, colored pencils, pencils,  
     erasers 
Teacher:   Señora Ana (Hannah Hrsak) 
Aide:     Machell Klee  
Workload:  3/4 Min: 4 Max: 15 
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